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Note in one ledger read “Kathy Probandt, Sterling City.”  It is possible that the ledgers belonged 
to Felix Probandt, an early San Angelo merchant.  For each date, one side of the page lists 
probable customers while the other page has all of the Probandt family members listed.  Others 
listed on the “Probandt page” might possibly have worked for them. Only names and amount of 
money are listed.  Customers listed in ledgers are pioneers from this area. 
 
Scope and Content: 
 
Collection includes two leather-bound ledgers dated 1891-1895.  Each ledger lists customers. 
 
Index of names included in the ledgers: 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
A   
Abbott C.D. 61 
Abbott G.L. 821 
Adams C.F. 782 
Adams F.J. 793 
Adams Faury 730 
Adams and Wicks  182 
Adams Faury  897 
Addison-Tuisley Tobacco Co.  937 
Alberthal W.A. 217 & 237 
Alderate J.A. 698 
Alderete Albert 711 
Allen F.G. 317 
Allen J.B. 787 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Allen J.R. 854 
Allen L.E. 121 
Allison John 838 
Alvoro C&E Co.  943 
Am. Res. Co.  932 
American Cash Register Co.  912 
American Cereal Co.  877 
American Starch Co.  878 
American Sugar Refining Co.  878-879 
American Tailors  875 
American Tobacco Co.  932 
Anderson Chas. 525 
Anderson R. 815 
Andrew R.J. 33 
Aquirrez Celson 780 
Arbuckle Bros.  894 
Arhelgen Wax. 490 
Arkansas City Milling Co.  730 
Armour & Co.  940 
Armstrong A.W. 348 
Armstrong Archie 130 
Arueugal J. 877 
Atkuis John 178 
Auderson W.M. 678 
Auderson Wyatt 572 
Austin J.J. 187 
Austin R.N. 288 
Austin Saddler 187 
Austin W.D. 289 
Austin Bros.  820 
Austin, Nichols, and Co.  886-871 
   
B   
Babbitt B.J. 932 
Baer & Co. B. 934 
Baker A.J. 132 
Baker F.A. 790 
Baker J.F. 819 
Baker and Co. W.P. 755 
Balfanz August 296, 357, 373 
Balfanz R. 236 
Ball Thomas 789 & 684 
Ball W.A. (Mrs.) 701 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Ballan Co.  830 
Ballard-Webb. Burnette Co.  929 & 880 
Barbee J.M. 260 
Bardeu J.P. 930 
Barfield V.O. 604 
Barker W.H. 870 
Barnard Co.  900 
Barnett W. 519 
Barrett J.A. 509 
Bates  J.N. 187 
Bateuaus Bros.  976 
Battertow D.H. 72 
Baushom W.T. 8 
Bawson and Co. S.F. 890 
Baze Albert 290 
Baze D.F. 481 & 543 
Baze W.F. 207 & 206 
Baze William Fou 207 
Baze & Ellis  199 
Baze and Naples  712 
Baze and Reuihard  712 
Beall H.C. 484 
Bean Chas 183 & 274 
Beck F. 346, 114, 192 
Beck Henry 223 
Becura S. 278 
Bedford Jonas 486 
Bedford Bros.  730 
Belfast Handkerchief Co.  924 
Belknapp, Johnson, & Powell  941 
Bell A.E. 193 
Bell J.P. 561 & 563 
Beltran A. 699 
Bennett & Wilson "Legal 
Tender" Saloon 
 526 
Beraus & Russell  224 
Berry Dan 845 
Berry Bros.  840 
Bertrau Co. R. 909 
Biggs B.W. 864 
BILLS PAYABLE  470, 457, 657, 673 
BILLS RECEIVABLE  478 & 656 
Bird George 291 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Bird & Mertz  623 
Bishop S.B. 806 
Bixby and Co. S.M. 907 
Black Jr. George 539 
Black-Dur. Tobacco Co.  950, 887, 884 
Blackburn S.H. 752 
Blanks W.H. 498 
Blauchard E. 194 & 197 
Blauchard and Co.  398 
Blauke & Bro Candy Co.  899 
Blaukeusky & Blake Co.  934 
Blocker S.J. (Mrs.) 5 
Bluff H. 728 
Blum Leon and H. 902 
Boehreus A.F. 80, 511, 785 
Boehreus Ernest 816 
Boehreus F. 853 & 566 
Boehreus and Souz A.F. 544 
Boehreus Bros.  142 
Bolger W.H. 292, 805 
Boone D.J. 874 
Bostick T.F. 779 
Boud George 88, 576, 583 
Boulder A.N. 222 
Bouldier W.L. 777 
Bowen E.J. 926 
Bowman C.R. 749-748 
Boxtore W.S. 67 
Boyuton W.A. 852 
Bracken W.D. 813 
Braddock J.A. 757 
Brady J.L. 190 
Brashier, Reichardlt Co.  934 
Bratt and Shippman  892 
Bray and Laudrum  907 
Briant H.A. (Mrs.) 85 
Briar J.B. 128 
Bridge H. J.M. 136 
Briesh Paul 30 & 619 
Briesh & Dick  151 
Brittain Dry Goods and Co.  890 
Brittain, Smith, and Co.  948 
Brock E. 271 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Brockman George 825, 417 
Broome C.A. 208 & 598 
Bropson G.W. 69 
Brown W.H. 819 
Brown and Johnson John 820 & 307 
Brown Co. Milling Co.  948 & 934 
Browne C.L. 265 
Browns George 809 
Brownwood Produce Co.  900 
Bruck F. 829 
Bryant M.P. 171 
Buelta Leonardo 49 
Burger and Beauregard  913 
Burleson John 834 
Burnett Nelson Co.  607 
Burnette H.A. 19 
Burns J.A. 130 & 162 
Burns and Co.  941 
Burt J.R. 315 
Burwell O. 837 
Butler S.T. 173 & 747 
Butler W. 267, 743, 741 
Butler and Springston  739, 536, 545 
Bylen Jake 489 
C   
Cages J.J. 830 
Caldwell J.A. 382 
Caldwell R.N. 211 
Callan and Co.  216 
Callaway W.H. 76 
Cameron and C.F.  890 
Cameron and Castles  929 
Cameron and Co.  William 223 
Cameron and Rollen Mills  916, 885 
Campbell A. 4, 78, 697, 708, 243 
Campbell A. (Mrs.) 842 
Campbell J.S. 491 
Capitol Saloon  626 
Carlisle J.L. 149 & 165 
Carmichael J.N. 689 
Carmichael, Perier, and Co.  559 
Carr. D.C. 711 
Carr. George J. 808 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Carr. Mrs. 156 
Carrighen John 853 
Carrion Cleto 515 
Carten R. 3 
Cassently Oil Co.  923 
Castaueda Jose 299 
Chamberlain Chas. 192 
Chance Jo. 847 
Chandler H.B. 225 
Chapman A.S. 740 
Chapman H.D. 857 
Chapman James 500 
Chapman and Smith Co.  918 
Chapman and Thasscock  481 
Chett and Co. Coon 926 
Chicago Cheese Co.  887 
Church and Co.  910 
Clarke C.C. 350 
Clarke Jo 871 
Clarke W.J. 830 
Clarke and Courts  897 
Clements L.M. 205 
Cleveland Seed Co.  898 
Cochran W.D. 808 
Coffee Thomas 158 
Colbaugh J.J. 109 
Coleman  118 
Collard  735 
Collins C. 664 
Collins D.W. 737 
Collins J.P. 367, 512, 548, 719, 670 
Collins T.J. 57 
Collins T.J. 57 
Collins Willie 482 & 546 
Concho National Bank  474, 471, 116, 595, 658, 660, 
769 
Condon P.J. 285 
Connally C.P. 857 
Coons P.D. 137 
Cooper and C.W.A.  951 
Cooper and Rae  731 
Copeland C.J. 787 
Copeland Jack 222 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Copples C.S. 28 
Copples S.W.W. 916 & 893 
Corales F. 84 
Cotton and Co. W.T. 940 & 938 
Couch S.E. 725, 790 
Coutret A. 6 
Coverly D.T.W. 577 & 193 
Cox J.M. 775 
Craven J.N.P. 196 
Crawford  583 
Crenshaw J.J. 788 & 161 
Crenshaw and Forreston  144 
Crossman Bros.  921 
Crunden Martin W. 889 
Cudally Packing Co.   902 
Cumming Jim "Crow" 180 
Cunningham W.S. 822 & 418 
D   
Dailey C.A. 868 
Dallas Show Case and 
Manufacturing Co. 
 878 
Dalton Bros. Sau Frau. 918 
Daugherty O. 345 
Davis G.C. 181 
Davis H.A. 54 
Davis H.A. (Mrs.) 213 
Davis J.D. 844 
Davis J.F. 842 
Davis and Bro. W.G. 631 
Davis, Rosenburger, and Levy  918 
Dawson F.H. 851 & 564 
Dean J.W. 529 
DeBerry and March  605 
DeLoug J.H. 710 
DeLoug S.J. 788 
DeOrta Juan 801 
DeVitt D.M. 24 
Diamond Match Company  891 
Discount  471 
Dittman  905 
Dodson-Hils Manufacturing Co.  906 & 898 
Dolan Thomas 866 
Dooley M.J. 220 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Doty C.C. 784 
Douges  330, 39, 390, 424, 604 
Dowdy T.J. 795 
Dozier Bakery A.B. and 
Manufacturing Co. 
 942 & 877 
Dreman John 56 & 86 
Dresslen Gus 111, 408, 24, 60 
Driscol Jas. 362 
Drumm A. 733 
Drummond Tobacco Co.  911 & 886 
Dubois E.E. 343 
Duerler Manufacturing Co. G.A. 902 
Duggan E.J. 809 & 562 
Duggan T.J. 668 
Duggan, Jr. Ed 606 
Duke W.E. 630 
Duke and Powder  802 
Duke Sons W. 947, 906, 884 
Dullung John 884 
Duncan T.M. 784 
Dunn J.F. 587 
Dupree  624 
Dutar S.H. 949 
Dyer Bob 734 
E 瑹  
Eagles Refining Co.  899 
Early Scottie (Mrs.) 126 
East Texas Canning Co.  896 
Eckert Oscar 792 & 144 
Ede and White  320 
Edel E. 502 
Elliot W.M. 160 
Ellis C.H. 16 
Ellis W.R. 505 
Elsas Paper Co.  915 
Erskuie John 804 & 555 
Erskuie and Co.  671 
Evans H.P. 920 
Evans William 801 
Evans, Jr. Willie 323 
Exchange  473, 467, 466, 426 
Expense A/C  480, 454, 440, 438 & 439, 
651, 671 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Ezzell S.R. & R. 487 
F   
Fairbank  945 & 896 
Falton G.D. 841 
Fargo and Co. C.H. 892 
Farguhan J.N. 591 & 233 
Farley Harry 22 & 199 
Farley J.H.F. 872 
Farm A/C  662 
Farr. Jim 563 & 335 
Farrell H. John 878 
Fayrer H.W.L. 759 
Felan H.W. 325 
Felton G.D. 841 
Fendladen John 786 
Ferry and Co. D.M. 189 
Feuck Jas. 492 & 524 
Fitzpatrick J.H. 836 
Fitzpatrick and Lyell  843 
Fixtures A/C  472 
Flannagan R.A. 158 
Flash and Co. Preston 940 
Flitch Sylvester 720 
Flohr Co. Walter 916 
Flores Miguel 833 
Flowers T.C. 834 
Foote C.D. 227 
Ford Jas. 839 
Foroben Lou 846 
Forrester W. 788 & 608 
Fort Newt...& Cracker Co.  944 & 942 
Fowlkes D. 372 
Fowlkes and Son J.S. 167 & 679 
Francis A. 776 
Franklin W.P. 741 
Frary Clarissa (Mrs.) 321 
Freeland John 98 
Freeze F.K. 824 
Freidman and Co. Jas. 895 
Freuch  835 
Freukel Tom A. 908 
Fritz A.J. 11, 119, 579, 145 
Froight  468, 464, 465, 650, 413 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Fuek Ike 716 
Fulton  235 
G   
G.L. and S.F. Ry. Co.  800 & 760 
Gaffow Z.P. 554 
Gail and Ax. G.W. 909 & 878 
Gal. Co. F.J. & T. 945 & 900 
Gammill and Smith  143 
Gandara T. 814 
Garden B. 499 
Garden and Co.  898 
Gardner William 71 
Gardoni John 177 
Gardoni T. 228 
Garlington and Montgomery  895 
Garrett and Hancock  664 
Garrison and Co.  744 
Garza Juan 666 
Gaurvani Euril 876 
Gay, Jr. T.A. 503 
Gay, Sr. T.A. 504 
Gentry  Tom 780 & 155 
Gerber Fred 164, 374, 617, 118 
Gerber John 127, 66, 67, 578, 622, 625, 
126, 241 
Gerber and Co. Fred 406, 633, 232 
Gergen J.C. 336 
German Long.  609 
Gibson L.A. (Mrs.) 97 
Gillespie Jas. 352 
Gillock and Co. M.T. 882 
Gilmore M.E. 828 
Glasen Bros.  910 
Glass Frank 812 
Globen A. 384 
Godair W.H. 558 
Godair W.H. 116 & 558 
Godair and Mayes  18 
Gomez Jose 261 
Gooden, White, Brauch, and Co.  912 
Goodson C. 843 
Gooduer M.F. 32 
Gradle and Strotz  946 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Granger Richard 227 
Gravely and Miller  909 
Gray George 727 
Greely Durham Co.  944 & 942 
Greigs Jesus 72 
Grimes T.S. 14 
Grimmell and Roy  790 
Grinnelly J.M. 538 
Grinsley L.P. 865 
Guthals L. 397, 612, 177 
Guthrie W.A. 244 
Gwin G. 365 
Gwin, Allen, and Co.  799 
H   
Haas Soap Co. J.G. 918 
Hachler A. 877 
Hagelstein C. & G. 236 
Hagelstein Cris. 180 
Hagelstein H. 338, 336, 410, 175 
Hagelstein John 412 
Hahl Gus 747 
Hahnewald A.  114 
Hahnewald C.A. 801 
Hale O.F. 250 
Hale, Northington, and Co.  253 
Halfin L. 15 
Hall G.W. 49 
Hall and Harryman  549 
Hamilton A.P. 948 & 906 
Hamilton-Brown Shoe Company  939 
Hammer O.E. 211 
Hammond J.F. 246 
Hancock J.N. & L.Y. 707 
Hanelin A. 21 & 276 
Hanks T.N. 639 
Hansey J.E. 29 & 713 
Hardesty S. 864 
Hardin T.R. 287, 687, 544 
Harkrider C.H. 333 
Harmmth Emil. 557 
Harrell J.J. 86 
Harris A.J. 283 
Harris F.L. 392 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Harris R.  63, 62, 596 
Harris R.E. 873 
Harris Co. Walter 299 
Harryman W.C. 663 
Harseuin R.G. 914 
Hasse and Tores Fish Co.  904 
Hatcher C.A. 836 
Head P.S. 318 
Heald W.E. 322 & 28 
Heaves W.R. 107 
Heidbruck B.  870 
Heidenheimer Issac 889 
Heidenheimer Issac 889 
Heinz and Co. H.J. 938 
Heitzler L. 64 
Helgen M. 490 
Hemasdorff R. 809 
Henderson J.M. 91 
Henderson and Co. C.M. 884 
Henkey A. 314 
Henry W.C. 186, 724, 173 
Henslee J.J. 759 
Hernandez Pablo 572 
Hernandez Pedro 286 
Hersheim Bros. and Co.  908 
Hettle C.R. Jean Co.  930 
Hewitt John 414 
Hezlen and Jones  79 
Hibbard, Spencer, and Bartlett 
Co. 
 914 
Higgins Tom 532 
Higgins William 344, 339, 386, 545 
High. Mrs. 220 
Hiler W.N. 870 
Hill Henry 794 & 553 
Hill J.W. 334 
Hillis Bob 551 
Hinde Bros. and Campbell  810 
Hiron C. 802 
Hizert C.G. 843 
Hobb C.W. 864 
Hodges Tobacco Co.  923 
Hoffman Bros. Pro. Co.   900 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Holeman J.R. 815, 121, 732 
Holinshy William 495 
Holliman W.M. 206 
Hollingsworth J.A. 824 
Hollman Pro. Co. H.C. 912 
Holman and Pruett  513 
Hooper Alex 482 
Hooper and Barnett  725 
Hooven Susan 159 
Hooven T.H. 745 
Hoover Julius 44 
Houghton J.H. 369 
Howard C.W. 269, 383, 745 
Howard L.B. 811 & 394 
Howell A.J. 892 
Howell B.L.C. 933 
Howell W.H. 218 
Hubbell L.A. (Mrs.) 850 
Hudson Len 778 
Huffman E.L. 776 
Huffman J.J. 803 
Hughes M. 245 
Hughes William 251 
Hughes and Co. R.M. 928 
Hughes Browly Co.  944 
Hull Co.  521 & 231 
Hunt R.L. 849 
Hunt and Co. H.W. 892 
Hurlbet and Simple  905 
Hyam and Marks  924 
I   
I.O.O.F.  324 
Ice Factory  589 
Immaculate Conception Convent  695, 428, 430, 425, 246 
Insurance  469 
Int. Mfg. Co.  889 
Interest  479, 456, 652 
Iocoa  and Texas Cattle Co.  821 
Ious P.N. 810 & 824 
Irvine P.B. 860 & 693 
Irwin C.H. 824 
J   
Jacks A. 810 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Jackson Ben 174 
Jackson Craven and 
March 
48 
Jackson E.R. 172 
Jackson G.B. 799 & 147 
Jackson W.R. 99 
Jackson Co.  26 & 48 
Jackson Ranch G.B. 178 
Jacobi H. 855 
Jaeger P. 195 
Johns and Co.  924 
Johnson B.A. 827 
Johnson J.W. 175 
Johnson James 301 
Johnson William 856 
Jones A.F. 262 
Jones A.L. 851 
Jones E.L. 869, 209, 132 
Jones Ed  
Jones H.G. 593 
Jones Jessie 69 & 70 
Jones John 230 
Jones W.C. 705 
Jones and Knowles  853 
Jopling W.E. 592 
Jury Paul 556 
K   
Kansas Salt Co.  935, 883, 871 
Kanten Ms. 37, 188, 568, 569, 250 
Keating James B. 552 
Keating Jo 62 
Keating M. (Mrs.) 841 
Keating Tom 826 
Keefe and Co. D. 876 
Keiffen Bros.  923 
Kellogg and Co. C.P. 938 
Kelly W.S. 829 
Kelly W.S. 829 
Kelly W.T. 756 
Kendall H. 45, 156, 181 
Kendall L.M. (Mrs.) 156 & 181 
Kenede V. 922 
Kennon D.D. 226 & 229 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Kennon D.D. (Mrs.) 35 
Kennon and Montgomery  413 
Ker Thread Co.  943 
Kermon R.B. 856 
Kettelen A.H. 520 
King N.J. 84 
King W.L. 840 
Kingan  592 
Kingan and Co.  946 
Kinney M.W. 120 
Kirk and Co. J.S. 942 
Kirkpatrick John 825 
Klar Emil 188 
Klotz B. 935 
Knapp J.N. 248 
Knapp William and 
Rappley 
812 & 507 
Koberlin Mrs. 794 
Kofferl C.S. 28 
Kollen and Schuitz Cotton Co.  948 
Koock and Co. A.W. 302 
Kupkendall W.S. 827 
L   
Lags. Jason 284 
Lamon W.C. 335 
Landon J.C. 23 & 347 
Landrum G.B. 215, 100, 427, 696, 700 
Lane G.W. 179, 364, 388, 416, 429, 584, 
25, 45 
Lane J.S. 538 
Lane Jeff 355 
Langford B.F. 497 
Lapowski J. 839 
Lapowski and Bros. S. 83, 46, 637 
Lass Bros. and Co.  883 
Lawhon E. 834 
Lawhon J.M. 75 
League C.M. 349 
Leake J.T. 554 
Leake W.H. 796 
Lee P.C. (Mrs.) 81 
Lee and Reilly  785 
Legal Tender  19 & 526 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
LeMein Fred 729 
LeMin and Bro.  773 
Lengkevitz T.C. 782 
Lerch F. 813 
Letterman M.A. 778 
Levisay T.E. 793 
Levy J.L. 841 
Levy, Rosenberger, and Co.  912 
Lewis R.E. 108 
Lewis and Mauzy  834 
Linam J.V. 673 
Lindeman  193 & 198 
Litt Louis 191 
Little and Co. W. 911 
Livestock and Suplement A/C  772 
Locklin W.L. 773 
Lone Star Salt Co.  884 
Looelady J.N. 869 
Loomis J.A. 831 
Lopez P. 846 & 683 
Lott L.A. 95 
Louisville Packing Co.  894 
Lowe Bob 586 
Luiton Lizzie (Ms.) 197 
Luna Juan 868 
Lyell Ed S. 833 
Lyell Mrs. 153 
Lyles H.Q. 200 
Lyles L.Q. 257 
Lyman H.P. 789 
Lynn H. 830 
Lyon and Co. Z.J. 928 
M   
Mabsim W. at J.C. and 
M. 
494 
Mack, Stadler, and Co.  932 
Magruder F.B. 836 
Mahlman Henry 488 
Mahore Thomas 829 
Maier Ed 74 
Maier Ed 94, 581, 74 
Manufacturing and Bottling Co.  899 
Marburg Bros.  906 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
March Bros.  184 
Mariam and Morgan Co.  952 
Marnjo Anastacio 565 
Marquis Louis 694 
Marshall Mrs. 835 
Marshall W.P. 811 
Martin and Beauman  808 
Marx and Blaine  948 
Mason F.B. 339 & 375 
Mason G.O. 534 & 539 
Massey W.L. 165 
Matthews J.C. 838 
Maxwell  148 
May Edward 695 
Mayer F. 796 
Mayer H. 947 
Mayer and Hageland  809, 99, 543 
Mayes Beau. 508 & 744 
Mayes F. 872 
Mayes H.C. 139 & 560 
Mayes K.M. 52, 105, 704 
Mayes Lee 875 & 867 
Mayes M. 340, 409, 665, 137 
Mayes W.F. 373 
Mays Dr. 606 
McAureen J.A. 635 
McBroome J.F. 489 
McCard=Collius Commerce Co.  882 & 888 
McCarter D.A. 688 
McCarthy E.A. 798 
McCarty H. 859 
McCloskey T. 190, 191, 151 
McCrary and Payne S.S. 667 
McCullogh W.W. 888 
McDonald B.F. 858 
McDonald T. 850 
McDuteen  847 
McGee James 412 
McHenry G.R. 12, 13, 76, 396, 648, 624 
McKeuzie H. 506 
McKinley Jas. and Pete 263-264 
McKinney H. 842 
McLaughlin and Co. W.F. 870 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
McLeudor L.M. 846 & 580 
McMillan John 59 
McNeese W.B. 629 
Meara J.H. 797 
Meara and Williamson  797 
Meckel William 807 
Melton J.W. (Prof.) 294 
Mendleson and Sons A. 909 
Mendoza Amado 422 
Merchandise  479,460,452,441,445,434-
435,653 
Merchant S.N. 125 
Merchant and Mays  703 
Merchant and Rust  703 
Mertz M.L. 395 
Mesquite Stables  521 
Metcalfe C.B. 772 
Mey Ed 493 & 695 
Meyer and Buete  902 
Miles J. 135 
Miles J.S. 368, 431, 649 
Miles Jack 791 
Miles W.S. 821 
Miller Jack 857 
Miller and Worley  925 
Miller Bros.  928 
Mills Co. Co-op Am 917  
Millspaugh J.L. 520 
Milns Boot and Shoe Co.  931 
Milton W.S. 300 
Miskimmins W.A. 27 
Mitchell Bert 789 
Monlton H.V. 775 
Montgomery S.H. 816, 506, 542 
Montgomery S.J. 53 
Moore A. 46 
Moore G.F. 541 
Moore J.B. "Jeff" 170 
Moore Mathie (Ms.) 148 
Moore O.S. 831 
Moore T.J. 485 
Moore W.P. "Bill" 876 & 669 
Moore and Tubb  531 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Moore, McKinnley, and Co.  931 
Moorkeus J.F. 70 
Morales Victorious 746 
Moreno Antonio 502 
Morris Lewis 706 
Morris M.B. 96 
Morris W.H. 855 
Morris and Allison  759 
Moslen Sofa Co.  946 
Mott J.B. 92 & 588 
Mound City Tent and Awning 
Co. 
 937 
Mullins R.J. 268 
Mullins Four  268 
Mullke August 754 
Murchison and Bro.  485 
Murphy J.G. 243 
Murphy Mike 72 
Murphy S.J. 816 
Murphy and Brauch  725 
Murphy and Guthrie  255 
Murphy and Harewell  549 
Murray A. 844 
Murray Jeff 509 
Myers and Co. E. 951 
N   
N.O. Coffee Co. Ltd.  951 
Nall and Williams Tobacco Co.  891 
Nasworthy J.R. 122 & 680 
Nasworthy and Gay  47 
Nauce F.K. 146 
Nauce and Dupree  792 
Nemsen and Sons William 909 
Nesbit L.A. (Mrs.) 145 
NeSmith H.M. 504 
Newell T.D. 716 
Newell T.D. and Tanya 490 
Newman F. 55 
Newman J.A. 819 
Newman J.W. 720 
Nichols George C. 862 
Nierstras E. 524 
Niton J.M. 77 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Noll J.S. 852 
Norfleet J.H.B 823 & 530 
Northington J.M.W. 305 
Northington K.V. 751, 305, 142 
Northington and Nance  691 
Noyes John 839 
Nuitz E.A. 179 & 150 
O   
Oatman  736 
Oberkampf  342 
Ogden C.W. 517 
Ogden D.C. 732 
Ogden J.A. 718 
Oglesby Sam 869 
Osgood B.H. 814 
P   
Palmer W.B. 66 
Palmer and Talbot W.B. 794 
Pantel Hugo 514 
Parker F. 803 
Parker and Co.  822 
Partch and Son E.H. 264 
Patterson J. 535 
Patterson Tobacco Co.  915 
Payne B.S. 537 & 634 
Payne and Boeheus  517 
Payne and Campbell  684 
Payne and King  526 
Paz G. 34 
Pena V. 791 
Perales F. 43 
Perales Victorio 685 
Perfect Baking Powder Co.  928 
Perrni William 867 
Perry F.O. 143 
Person J.W. 475 
Persse J.C. 50 
Philan J.L. 852 
Philan and Broone  407 
Pickwick Club  605 
Pigford W.A. 805 & 699 
Pipen Mrs. 498 
Pipen W.H. 248 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Pittman J.P. 493 
Plant Seed Co.  822 
Pobalski and Co. P. 889 
Poeritz W.R. 74 
Pohl August 810 
Poll Simon 40 
Pollock Sam 304, 360, 361, 389, 415, 574, 
674, 685 
Poole G.A. 56 
Porter Jerome 232 
Porter R.F. 189 
Porter Sydney 275 
Potter C.F. 162 
Potter and Smith  863 
Potter and Taylor  859 
Powell C.H. 326 & 627 
Pressen George 496 
Pressen Judge 625 
Pressen R.W. 482 
Preston and Stauffer  940, 849, 899 
Price Co. B.P. 925 
Prices Co. F.E. 938 
Probandt C. 902 
Probante A. 183, 242, 337, 358, 376, 602, 
620, 646 
Probante C.A. 610, 698, 644, 632 
Probante F. 372, 344, 400-405, 722, 676, 
275, 280 
Probst Chas. 426 
Profit and Loss  459 
Pruett George 814 
Pruett P.J. 513 
Prugel A. 487 
Puce J.H. 857 
Puebla F. 93 
Pullen John E. 525 
Pullvain M.B. 861 
Puntier and Christie  247 
Pyle and Sons Jas. 932 
Q   
Qualls R.A. 44 & 205 
R   
Raas Audre 161 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Rackley J.J. 25 
Radde Henry 862 
Rae John 790 & 483 
Rags J.C. 847 
Ragsdale M.C. 774 & 423 
Rainwater Bradford Hat Co.  912 
Ramey and Co. McCullogh 918 
Ramirez Merced 150 
Ramirez Pasqual 698 
Ramirez Simon 698 
Ran C.H. 258 
Ranoles H.R. 505 
Rappleye George 859 
Rawls J.R. 751 
Raymond, Squire, and Co.  913 
Rea and Page Milling Co.  877 
Redhath Bros. Manufacturing 
Co. 
 930 
Redni J.A. 566 
Reed F.D. 119 
Reed and Co. J.M. 746 
Reid Bros. Packing Co.  918 
Reimers Henry 98 
Reiss Bros. and Co.  939 
Rice J.G. 198 
Rice and Co. R.R. 891 
Rigden  366 & 578 
Rigel J.F. 518 
Riggs J.F. 45 
Riggs J.N. 214 & 45 
Riley S.H. 779 
Riley S.H. 779 
Rittes L. Frank 233 
Rivera Manuel 776 
Robards Tobacco Co.  883 
Rober F.W. 90, 570, 573 
Robertson M. 752 
Robertson P. 516 
Robinson Bros.  399 
Roborough J.C. 105 
Rocker J.E. 753 
Rockford Co.  932 
Rodriguez Luciano 826 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Rodriguez Marcos 180 
Roerland H.R. 106, 492, 34, 391, 738, 741 
Roessle and Hogt  818 
Ron F. 861 
Ronquillo F. 251 
Rosenblatter C.J. 905 
Rowland Guy 256 
Rowland H.R. 738 & 741 
Royal Co. B.P. 918 
Ruckles S.A. 110, 128, 131 
Ruckles and Grimes  862 
Ruff C. 844 
Ruffini O. 788 
Ruge Louis 781 & 579 
Runyan Dick 792 
Russell and Berans  224 
Rust Doc. 141, 140, 614 
Ryan Mark 823 
Ryburn J.H. 833 
S   
S.A. Club  237 
S.A. Electric Light Co.  812 
S.A. Lodge #570 A.F. & A.M. 185 
S.A. Water Works Co.  874 
S.A. Wool Scouring Mills  455 
S.H. Public School  776 
Saga and Co. A.K. 942 & 882 
Saldavia Donociana 210 
Salna Co. M. & E. 933 
Salvatierra Cruz 533 
Samaneigo Blas 754 
Sammarron G. 13 & 497 
San Saba Spring Supply Co.  541 
Sanders and Co. W.M. 796 
Sauderson T.B. 831 
Saunders, Dick, and Rubbs Co.  455 
Sayers Sam 791 
Scatt J.N. 781 
Schertz Chris 241 
Schertz William 484 
Schild August 773 
Schmidt Fred 700 
Schmidt Jacob 527 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Schmidt and Zeigler  943 
Schmidt Bros. Truck Co.  908 
Schneider Alfred 821 
Schoefield and Watson  909 
Schooner Sol. 799 
Schultz  528-529, 742, 714, 686 
Schupert J.S. 35 
Schwalbe J.A. 783 
Schwalble F.W. 784 & 740 
Schwartz Louis 327 
Schwartz and Raas  270, 196, 615 
Scott John D. 694 
Scrautor amd Co. S.S. 875 
Scudder M.R. 34 
Scudder and Bro. E.G. 946 
Scudder Co. Gale Green 885 
Sessnan George 806 
Settles Chas. 501 
Seymour William 827 
Seymour and Co.  888 
Sharp M.V. 780 
Sharp and Davis  218 
Sharpe S.F. 219 & 216 
Shelton J.N. 71 
Shepard and Co. J.W. 884 
Sheppard L.D. 60 
Sherrod F.M. 552 
Shield G.N. 212 
Shirley H. 20 
Shoemaker Muller 399 
Short H. 795 
Short J. 272 
Short J. 272 
Short John 79 
Short Bros.  308 
Sibley S.J. 147 
Sides A.J. 825 
Sigfried and Braudenstein  935 
Silber M. 871 
Silyas Lola 807 & 703 
Simmons Hardware Co.  931 
Simpson Jo. 495 
Simpson S.C. 297 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Sims and Mayfield  591 
Sinsteder F. 721 
Skinner W.J. 865 
Slade John 870 
Slayden, Kirken Woolen Mills  938 
Smith Eddie 230 
Smith Gay 774 
Smith J.C.A. 329 
Smith M.P. 863 
   
Smith S.L.S. 832 & 293 
Smith W.W. 273 
Smith Bros. and Co. Ltd.  904 
Snitz Andy 734 
Snyder W.W. 640 
Soto R. 828 
Soudder and Co. J.N. 896 
Southern Manufacturing Co.  644 
Southwestern Salt Co.  895 
Spalding and Merrick  937 
Sparkman F.C. 778 
Spearman N.B. 605 
Speln and Co.  889 
Speuce Robert 787 
Speuce, Jr. Jas 166 
Spirey Cora 112 & 515 
Sprague Jas. 817 
Sprague, Manner, and Co.  933, 934, 870 
Springston A. 169 
Staggs A.M. 2 
Staggs N.N. 1 
Starnett and Gay  35 
Steibert O. 221 
Steinhorst and Co. A. 939 
Steinman W.A.J. 804 & 805 
Sterrat S.E. 387 
Sterrett Jas. 531 
Stevens G.W. 259 
Stevenson T.G. 229 
Stewart  Archen 75 
Stidham J.L. 748 
Stiles J.F. 817 
Stilham G.W. 758 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Stilson C.F. 860 
Stirnan N.E. 755 
Storehouse Thomas 866 
Strange W.R. 59 
Streigler O. 295 
Strowberg and Co. Kraus 889 
Struckweier T. 739, 702, 649, 695 
Subia Fabian 698 
Subia Felix 758 
Suis J.F. 87 
Suisteder and F.N. Co.  626 
Susan J.W. 131 
Suspause a/c  200-204, 369, 600-601, 761-
763 
Suspender Co. (Western)  918 
Swift Jasper 856 
Swift and Co.  945, 910, 879 
Swift Bros.  858 
T   
Tafalla Jesus 863 
Tarver H.B. 854 
Taylor E.B. (Mrs.) 640 
Taylor H. "Mose" 247 
Taylor H.C. 311, 638 
Taylor H.C. 311, 638 
Taylor H.M. (Mrs.) 569 
Taylor J.B. 242 
Taylor J.G. 328 
Taylor U.G. 151, 172 
Taylor and Co. J.B. 7, 27, 354, 582, 171 
Taylor Chemical Co. J.M. 941 
Taylor Manufacturing Co.  920 
Temple Oil Manufacturing Co.  890 
Texas Sack Co.  914 
The Temple Grocery Co.  941 
Thiele Joe 736 
Thomas Gus 848 
Thompson H.F. 184 
Thompson J.F. 825 
Thompson R.C. 845 
Thompson Rush 793, 510 
Thompson and Co. P.C. 879 
Thorp J.F. 496 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Threadgill May G. 717 
Threadgill W.A. 89 
Timmins J.W. 234 
Tom Green County  277 
Torres Daluction 501 
Toupkaus G.N. 48 
Townsend Jo. 845 
Trement-Sibling Shoe Co.  914 
Trevinio M.E. 838 
Triest and Co.  888, 893 
Triest and Co.  888, 918 
Tripis and Kennada  922 
Tripis Bros.  874 
Tripis, Nigra, Tripis  903, 881 
Trotter H.G. 168 
Tubbs T.T. 781 
Tullis E.D. 709 
Turner Auislie 777 
Turner James 319 
Turner L. 865 




Turner  Stanley 805 
Turner Verein  875 
Tweeda O.L. 133, 540, 597, 599 
Tweedy Estate of O.L. 
(dec.) 
187 
Tweedy Jas. 411 
U   
Udell and Co. C.E. 894 
Ullman and Co. Lewis 876 
Underwood Jack 216 
V   
Van Court O. 98 
Veck W.S. 249 
Veck Will 310 
Villigast and Bro.  929 
Vote Henry  607 
Vrowan C.R. 134, 223, 93 
W   
Wade R.R. 483 & 77 
Walker G.R. 804 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Walker Bros. and Co.  924 
Wallace D.D. 590, 547, 160 
Wallick Sam 869 
Walter and Co. H.E. 925 
Walters H. (Mrs.) 240 
Wanock W.L. 22 
Waples-Platter Grocer Co.  885 
Warren Chas 361 
Warren R.H. 837 
Waters-Pierce Oil Company  919, 901, 880, 939, 912 
Webb George E. 138 & 503 
Webb J.N. 855 
Webb J.W. 42 
Weber Chas. 266 
Weber George 639 
Weber and Balfanz  643 
Weddell Jas. 281 
Wellhouse and Sons  936 
Welsh and Co. J. 782 
Welsh, Jr. David 245 
Wenneken Harris Couch Co.  911 
Wermer William 266 
Wesley J.J. 152 & 642 
West A.D. 147 
West C.C. 672 
West Jim 867 
Western Mercantile Co.  238 & 613 
Western Suspender Co.  918 
Wetmore J.P. 54 
Whitaker and Sons Francis 915 
White H.T. 897 
White J.G. 863 
White J.O.K. 124 
Whitehead G.W. 499 
Whitlock William 154, 522, 523, 692 
Wilhelm J. (Mrs.) 219 
Wilhelm J.A. (Mrs.) 309 
Wilhelm R. 17 
Wilkerson  860 
Wilkinson W.J. 494 
Willeke Austin 157 
Willeke Dug. 731 
Willeke John 332, 550, 715, 636, 668, 174 
 Ledger #1  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Willeke Bros.  68 
Williams A.J. 813 
Williams B.J. 493 
Williams R.S. 786 & 363 
Williams and Co. H.W. 913 & 915 
Williamson Frank 279 
Williamson J.B. 573 
Williamson S.P. 91 
Willis F.M. 871 
Wilson B.L. 306, 551, 690, 135 
Wilson C.D. 800 
Wilson N.T. & R.T. 516 
Windrow W.H. 818 
Wingfield A.F. 231 
Winkler and Co.  163 & 593 
Winn J.W. 497 
Winsloro R.S. 835 & 509 
Winston E. 888 
Wisdom Mrs. 178 
Wisenbach A. 41, 547, 726 
Withers J.B. 797, 681, 170 
Wolff and Co. H. 898 
Wolff and Sons B.J. 950 
Wood Manufacturing Co.  949 
Woolson Spice Co.  936 
Words R.T. 173 
Wright W.A. 779 
Wright (J.D.) W.A. 832 
Wright and Hewes  779 
Wuertenberg P.J. 356 
Y   
Yarwell Manufacturing Co.  944 
Yates J.G. 800 
Yeoll George 280 
Yoakum and Co. R.D. 952 
Young H.C. 848 
Z   
Zenken C.W. 331, 3, 116, 449, 628, 240 
Zenken and Maien  20, 385, 616, 213 
Zittlosen Co. T. & A. 887 




 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
A   
Abbott C.D. 61 
Abbott G.L. 821 
Adams C.F. 782 
Adams F.J. 793 
Adams Faury 730 
Adams and Wicks  182 
Adams Faury  897 
Addison-Tuisley Tobacco Co.  937 
Alberthal W.A. 217 & 237 
Alderate J.A. 698 
Alderete Albert 711 
Allen F.G. 317 
Allen F.G. 317 
Allen J.B. 787 
Allen J.R. 854 
Allen L.E. 121 
Allison John 838 
Alvoro C&E Co.  943 
Am. Res. Co.  932 
American Cash Register Co.  912 
American Cereal Co.  877 
American Starch Co.  878 
American Sugar Refining Co.  878-879 
American Tailors  875 
American Tobacco Co.  932 
Anderson Chas. 525 
Anderson R. 815 
Andrew R.J. 33 
Aquirrez Celson 780 
Arbuckle Bros.  894 
Arhelgen Wax. 490 
Arkansas City Milling Co.  730 
Armour & Co.  940 
Armstrong A.W. 348 
Armstrong Archie 130 
Arueugal J. 877 
Atkuis John 178 
Auderson W.M. 678 
Auderson Wyatt 572 
Austin J.J. 187 
Austin R.N. 288 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Austin Saddler 187 
Austin W.D. 289 
Austin Bros.  820 
Austin, Nichols, and Co.  886-871 
B   
Babbitt B.J. 932 
Baer & Co. B. 934 
Baker A.J. 132 
Baker F.A. 790 
Baker J.F. 819 
Baker and Co. W.P. 755 
Balfanz August 296, 357, 373 
Balfanz R. 236 
Ball Thomas 789 & 684 
Ball W.A. (Mrs.) 701 
Ballan Co.  830 
Ballard-Webb. Burnette Co.  929 & 880 
Barbee J.M. 260 
Bardeu J.P. 930 
Barfield V.O. 604 
Barfield V.O. 604 
Barker W.H. 870 
Barnard Co.  900 
Barnett W. 519 
Barrett J.A. 509 
Bates  J.N. 187 
Bateuaus Bros.  976 
Battertow D.H. 72 
Baushom W.T. 8 
Bawson and Co. S.F. 890 
Baze Albert 290 
Baze D.F. 481 & 543 
Baze W.F. 207 & 206 
Baze William Fou 207 
Baze & Ellis  199 
Baze and Naples  712 
Baze and Reuihard  712 
Beall H.C. 484 
Bean Chas 183 & 274 
Beans.  Chas. 274 
Beck F. 346, 114, 192 
Beck Henry 223 
Becura S. 278 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Bedford Jonas 486 
Bedford Bros.  730 
Belfast Handkerchief Co.  924 
Belknapp, Johnson, & Powell  941 
Bell A.E. 193 
Bell J.P. 561 & 563 
Beltran A. 699 
Bennett & Wilson "Legal 
Tender" Saloon 
 526 
Beraus & Russell  224 
Berry Dan 845 
Berry Bros.  840 
Bertrau Co. R. 909 
Biggs B.W. 864 
BILLS PAYABLE  470, 457, 657, 673 
BILLS RECEIVABLE  478 & 656 
Bird George 291 
Bird & Mertz  623 
Bishop S.B. 806 
Bixby and Co. S.M. 907 
Black Jr. George 539 
Black-Dur. Tobacco Co.  950, 887, 884 
Blackburn S.H. 752 
Blanks W.H. 498 
Blauchard E. 194 & 197 
Blauchard and Co.  398 
Blauke & Bro Candy Co.  899 
Blaukeusky & Blake Co.  934 
Blocker S.J. (Mrs.) 5 
Bluff H. 728 
Blum Leon and H. 902 
Boehreus A.F. 80 & 511 
Boehreus Ernest 816 
Boehreus F. 853 & 566 
Boehreus  A.F. 785 
Boehreus and Souz A.F. 544 
Boehreus Bros.  142 
Bolger W.H. 292 
Bolger W.H. 805 
Boone D.J. 874 
Bostick T.F. 779 
Boud George 88, 576, 583 
Boulder A.N. 222 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Bouldier W.L. 777 
Bowen E.J. 926 
Bowman C.R. 749-748 
Boxtore W.S. 67 
Boyuton W.A. 852 
Bracken W.D. 813 
Braddock J.A. 757 
Brady J.L. 190 
Brashier, Reichardlt Co.  934 
Bratt and Shippman  892 
Bray and Laudrum  907 
Briant H.A. (Mrs.) 85 
Briar J.B. 128 
Bridge H. J.M. 136 
Briesh Paul 30 & 619 
Briesh & Dick  151 
Brittain Dry Goods and Co.  890 
Brittain, Smith, and Co.  948 
Brock E. 271 
Brockman George 825, 417 
Broome C.A. 208 & 598 
Bropson G.W. 69 
Brown W.H. 819 
Brown and Johnson John 820 & 307 
Brown Co. Milling Co.  948 & 934 
Browne C.L. 265 
Browns George 809 
Brownwood Produce Co.  900 
Bruck F. 829 
Bryant M.P. 171 
Buelta Leonardo 49 
Burger and Beauregard  913 
Burleson John 834 
Burnett Nelson Co.  607 
Burnette H.A. 19 
Burns J.A. 130 & 162 
Burns and Co.  941 
Burt J.R. 315 
Burwell O. 837 
Butler S.T. 173 & 747 
Butler W. 267, 743, 741 
Butler and Springston  739, 536, 545 
Bylen Jake 489 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
C   
Cages J.J. 830 
Caldwell J.A. 382 
Caldwell J.A. 382 
Caldwell R.N. 211 
Callan and Co.  216 
Callaway W.H. 76 
Cameron and C.F.  890 
Cameron and Castles  929 
Cameron and Co.  William 223 
Cameron and Rollen Mills  916, 885 
Campbell A. 4, 78, 697, 708, 243 
Campbell A. (Mrs.) 842 
Campbell J.S. 491 
Capitol Saloon  626 
Carlisle J.L. 149 & 165 
Carmichael J.N. 689 
Carmichael, Perier, and Co.  559 
Carr. D.C. 711 
Carr. George J. 808 
Carr. Mrs. 156 
Carrighen John 853 
Carrion Cleto 515 
Carten R. 3 
Cassently Oil Co.  923 
Castaueda Jose 299 
Chamberlain Chas. 192 
Chance Jo. 847 
Chandler H.B. 225 
Chapman A.S. 740 
Chapman H.D. 857 
Chapman James 500 
Chapman and Smith Co.  918 
Chapman and Thasscock  481 
Chett and Co. Coon 926 
Chicago Cheese Co.  887 
Church and Co.  910 
Clarke C.C. 350 
Clarke Jo 871 
Clarke W.J. 830 
Clarke and Courts  897 
Clements L.M. 205 
Cleveland Seed Co.  898 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Cochran W.D. 808 
Coffee Thomas 158 
Colbaugh J.J. 109 
Coleman  118 
Collard  735 
Collins C. 664 
Collins D.W. 737 
Collins J.P. 367, 512, 548, 719, 670 
Collins T.J. 57 
Collins T.J. 57 
Collins Willie 482 & 546 
Concho National Bank  474, 471, 116, 595, 658, 660, 
769 
Condon P.J. 285 
Connally C.P. 857 
Coons P.D. 137 
Cooper and C.W.A.  951 
Cooper and Rae  731 
Copeland C.J. 787 
Copeland Jack 222 
Copples C.S. 28 
Copples S.W.W. 916 & 893 
Corales F. 84 
Cotton and Co. W.T. 940 & 938 
Couch S.E. 725 
Couch S.E. 790 
Coutret A. 6 
Coverly D.T.W. 577 & 193 
Cox J.M. 775 
Craven J.N.P. 196 
Crawford  583 
Crenshaw J.J. 788 & 161 
Crenshaw and Forreston  144 
Crossman Bros.  921 
Crunden Martin W. 889 
Cudally Packing Co.   902 
Cumming Jim "Crow" 180 
Cunningham W.S. 822 & 418 
D   
Dailey C.A. 868 
Dallas Show Case and 
Manufacturing Co. 
 878 
Dalton Bros. Sau Frau. 918 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Daugherty O. 345 
Davis G.C. 181 
Davis H.A. 54 
Davis H.A. (Mrs.) 213 
Davis J.D. 844 
Davis J.F. 842 
Davis and Bro. W.G. 631 
Davis, Rosenburger, and Levy  918 
Dawson F.H. 851 & 564 
Dean J.W. 529 
DeBerry and March  605 
DeLoug J.H. 710 
DeLoug S.J. 788 
DeOrta Juan 801 
DeVitt D.M. 24 
Diamond Match Company  891 
Discount  471 
Dittman  905 
Dodson-Hils Manufacturing Co.  906 & 898 
Dolan Thomas 866 
Dooley M.J. 220 
Doty C.C. 784 
Douges  330, 39, 390, 424, 604 
Dowdy T.J. 795 
Dozier Bakery A.B. and 
Manufacturing Co. 
 942 & 877 
Dreman John 56 & 86 
Dresslen Gus 111, 408, 24, 60 
Driscol Jas. 362 
Drumm A. 733 
Drummond Tobacco Co.  911 & 886 
Dubois E.E. 343 
Duerler Manufacturing Co. G.A. 902 
Duggan E.J. 809 & 562 
Duggan T.J. 668 
Duggan, Jr. Ed 606 
Duke W.E. 630 
Duke and Powder  802 
Duke Sons W. 947, 906, 884 
Dullung John 884 
Duncan T.M. 784 
Dunn J.F. 587 
Dupree  624 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Dutar S.H. 949 
Dyer Bob 734 
E   
Eagles Refining Co.  899 
Early Scottie (Mrs.) 126 
East Texas Canning Co.  896 
Eckert Oscar 792 & 144 
Ede and White  320 
Edel E. 502 
Elliot W.M. 160 
Ellis C.H. 16 
Ellis W.R. 505 
Elsas Paper Co.  915 
Erskuie John 804 & 555 
Erskuie and Co.  671 
Evans H.P. 920 
Evans William 801 
Evans, Jr. Willie 323 
Exchange  473, 467, 466, 426 
Expense A/C  480, 454, 440, 438 & 439, 
651, 671 
Ezzell S.R. & R. 487 
F   
Fairbank  945 & 896 
Falton G.D. 841 
Fargo and Co. C.H. 892 
Farguhan J.N. 591 & 233 
Farley Harry 22 & 199 
Farley J.H.F. 872 
Farm A/C  662 
Farr. Jim 563 & 335 
Farrell H. John 878 
Fayrer H.W.L. 759 
Felan H.W. 325 
Felton G.D. 841 
Fendladen John 786 
Ferry and Co. D.M. 189 
Feuck Jas. 492 & 524 
Fitzpatrick J.H. 836 
Fitzpatrick and Lyell  843 
Fixtures A/C  472 
Flannagan R.A. 158 
Flash and Co. Preston 940 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Flitch Sylvester 720 
Flohr Co. Walter 916 
Flores Miguel 833 
Flowers T.C. 834 
Foote C.D. 227 
Ford Jas. 839 
Foroben Lou 846 
Forrester W. 788 & 608 
Fort Newt...& Cracker Co.  944 & 942 
Fowlkes D. 372 
Fowlkes and Son J.S. 167 & 679 
Francis A. 776 
Franklin W.P. 741 
Frary Clarissa (Mrs.) 321 
Freeland John 98 
Freeze F.K. 824 
Freidman and Co. Jas. 895 
Freuch  835 
Freukel Tom A. 908 
Fritz A.J. 11, 119, 579, 145 
Froight  468, 464, 465, 650, 413 
Fuek Ike 716 
Fulton  235 
G   
G.L. and S.F. Ry. Co.  800 & 760 
Gaffow Z.P. 554 
Gail and Ax. G.W. 909 & 878 
Gal. Co. F.J. & T. 945 & 900 
Gammill and Smith  143 
Gandara T. 814 
Garden B. 499 
Garden and Co.  898 
Gardner William 71 
Gardoni John 177 
Gardoni T. 228 
Garlington and Montgomery  895 
Garrett and Hancock  664 
Garrison and Co.  744 
Garza Juan 666 
Gaurvani Euril 876 
Gay, Jr. T.A. 503 
Gay, Sr. T.A. 504 
Gentry  Tom 780 & 155 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Gerber Fred 164, 374, 617, 118 
Gerber John 127, 66, 67, 578, 622, 625, 
126, 241 
Gerber and Co. Fred 406, 633, 232 
Gergen J.C. 336 
German Long.  609 
Gibson L.A. (Mrs.) 97 
Gillespie Jas. 352 
Gillock and Co. M.T. 882 
Gilmore M.E. 828 
Glasen Bros.  910 
Glass Frank 812 
Globen A. 384 
Godair W.H. 558 
Godair W.H. 116 & 558 
Godair and Mayes  18 
Gomez Jose 261 
Gooden, White, Brauch, and Co.  912 
Goodson C. 843 
Gooduer M.F. 32 
Gradle and Strotz  946 
Granger Richard 227 
Gravely and Miller  909 
Gray George 727 
Greely Durham Co.  944 & 942 
Greigs Jesus 72 
Grimes T.S. 14 
Grimmell and Roy  790 
Grinnelly J.M. 538 
Grinsley L.P. 865 
Guthals L. 397, 612, 177 
Guthrie W.A. 244 
Gwin G. 365 
Gwin, Allen, and Co.  799 
H   
Haas Soap Co. J.G. 918 
Hachler A. 877 
Hagelstein C. & G. 236 
Hagelstein Cris. 180 
Hagelstein H. 338, 336, 410, 175 
Hagelstein John 412 
Hahl Gus 747 
Hahnewald A.  114 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Hahnewald C.A. 801 
Hale O.F. 250 
Hale, Northington, and Co.  253 
Halfin L. 15 
Hall G.W. 49 
Hall and Harryman  549 
Hamilton A.P. 948 & 906 
Hamilton-Brown Shoe Company  939 
Hammer O.E. 211 
Hammond J.F. 246 
Hancock J.N. & L.Y. 707 
Hanelin A. 21 & 276 
Hanks T.N. 639 
Hansey J.E. 29 & 713 
Hardesty S. 864 
Hardin T.R. 287, 687, 544 
Harkrider C.H. 333 
Harmmth Emil. 557 
Harrell J.J. 86 
Harris A.J. 283 
Harris F.L. 392 
Harris R.  63, 62, 596 
Harris R.E. 873 
Harris Co. Walter 299 
Harryman W.C. 663 
Harseuin R.G. 914 
Hasse and Tores Fish Co.  904 
Hatcher C.A. 836 
Head P.S. 318 
Heald W.E. 322 & 28 
Heaves W.R. 107 
Heidbruck B.  870 
Heidenheimer Issac 889 
Heidenheimer Issac 889 
Heinz and Co. H.J. 938 
Heitzler L. 64 
Helgen M. 490 
Hemasdorff R. 809 
Henderson J.M. 91 
Henderson and Co. C.M. 884 
Henkey A. 314 
Henry W.C. 186, 724, 173 
Henslee J.J. 759 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Hernandez Pablo 572 
Hernandez Pedro 286 
Hersheim Bros. and Co.  908 
Hettle C.R. Jean Co.  930 
Hewitt John 414 
Hezlen and Jones  79 
Hibbard, Spencer, and Bartlett 
Co. 
 914 
Higgins Tom 532 
Higgins William 344, 339, 386, 545 
High. Mrs. 220 
Hiler W.N. 870 
Hill Henry 794 & 553 
Hill J.W. 334 
Hillis Bob 551 
Hinde Bros. and Campbell  810 
Hiron C. 802 
Hizert C.G. 843 
Hobb C.W. 864 
Hodges Tobacco Co.  923 
Hoffman Bros. Pro. Co.   900 
Holeman J.R. 815, 121, 732 
Holinshy William 495 
Holliman W.M. 206 
Hollingsworth J.A. 824 
Hollman Pro. Co. H.C. 912 
Holman and Pruett  513 
Hooper Alex 482 
Hooper and Barnett  725 
Hooven Susan 159 
Hooven T.H. 745 
Hoover Julius 44 
Houghton J.H. 369 
Howard C.W. 269, 383, 745 
Howard L.B. 811 & 394 
Howell A.J. 892 
Howell B.L.C. 933 
Howell W.H. 218 
Hubbell L.A. (Mrs.) 850 
Hudson Len 778 
Huffman E.L. 776 
Huffman J.J. 803 
Hughes M. 245 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Hughes William 251 
Hughes and Co. R.M. 928 
Hughes Browly Co.  944 
Hull Co.  521 & 231 
Hunt R.L. 849 
Hunt and Co. H.W. 892 
Hurlbet and Simple  905 
Hyam and Marks  924 
I   
I.O.O.F.  324 
Ice Factory  589 
Immaculate Conception Convent  695, 428, 430, 425, 246 
Insurance  469 
Int. Mfg. Co.  889 
Interest  479, 456, 652 
Iocoa  and Texas Cattle Co.  821 
Ious P.N. 810 & 824 
Irvine P.B. 860 & 693 
Irwin C.H. 824 
J   
Jacks A. 810 
Jackson Ben 174 
Jackson Craven and 
March 
48 
Jackson E.R. 172 
Jackson G.B. 799 & 147 
Jackson W.R. 99 
Jackson Co.  26 & 48 
Jackson Ranch G.B. 178 
Jacobi H. 855 
Jaeger P. 195 
Johns and Co.  924 
Johnson B.A. 827 
Johnson J.W. 175 
Johnson James 301 
Johnson William 856 
Jones A.F. 262 
Jones A.L. 851 
Jones E.L. 869, 209, 132 
Jones Ed  
Jones H.G. 593 
Jones Jessie 69 & 70 
Jones John 230 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Jones W.C. 705 
Jones and Knowles  853 
Jopling W.E. 592 
Jury Paul 556 
K   
Kansas Salt Co.  935, 883, 871 
Kanten Ms. 37, 188, 568, 569, 250 
Keating James B. 552 
Keating Jo 62 
Keating M. (Mrs.) 841 
Keating Tom 826 
Keefe and Co. D. 876 
Keiffen Bros.  923 
Kellogg and Co. C.P. 938 
Kelly W.S. 829 
Kelly W.T. 756 
Kendall H. 45, 156, 181 
Kendall L.M. (Mrs.) 156 & 181 
Kenede V. 922 
Kennon D.D. 226 & 229 
Kennon D.D. (Mrs.) 35 
Kennon and Montgomery  413 
Ker Thread Co.  943 
Kermon R.B. 856 
Kettelen A.H. 520 
King N.J. 84 
King W.L. 840 
Kingan  592 
Kingan and Co.  946 
Kinney M.W. 120 
Kirk and Co. J.S. 942 
Kirkpatrick John 825 
Klar Emil 188 
Klotz B. 935 
Knapp J.N. 248 
Knapp William and 
Rappley 
812 & 507 
Koberlin Mrs. 794 
Kofferl C.S. 28 
Kollen and Schuitz Cotton Co.  948 
Koock and Co. A.W. 302 
Kupkendall W.S. 827 
   
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
L   
Lags. Jason 284 
Lamon W.C. 335 
Landon J.C. 23 & 347 
Landrum G.B. 215, 100, 427, 696, 700 
Lane G.W. 179, 364, 388, 416, 429, 584, 
25, 45 
Lane J.S. 538 
Lane Jeff 355 
Langford B.F. 497 
Lapowski J. 839 
Lapowski and Bros. S. 83, 46, 637 
Lass Bros. and Co.  883 
Lawhon E. 834 
Lawhon J.M. 75 
League C.M. 349 
Leake J.T. 554 
Leake W.H. 796 
Lee P.C. (Mrs.) 81 
Lee and Reilly  785 
Legal Tender  19 & 526 
LeMein Fred 729 
LeMin and Bro.  773 
Lengkevitz T.C. 782 
Lerch F. 813 
Letterman M.A. 778 
Levisay T.E. 793 
Levy J.L. 841 
Levy, Rosenberger, and Co.  912 
Lewis R.E. 108 
Lewis and Mauzy  834 
Linam J.V. 673 
Lindeman  193 & 198 
Litt Louis 191 
Little and Co. W. 911 
Livestock and Suplement A/C  772 
Locklin W.L. 773 
Lone Star Salt Co.  884 
Looelady J.N. 869 
Loomis J.A. 831 
Lopez P. 846 & 683 
Lott L.A. 95 
Louisville Packing Co.  894 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Lowe Bob 586 
Luiton Lizzie (Ms.) 197 
Luna Juan 868 
Lyell Ed S. 833 
Lyell Mrs. 153 
Lyles H.Q. 200 
Lyles L.Q. 257 
Lyman H.P. 789 
Lynn H. 830 
Lyon and Co. Z.J. 928 
M   
Mabsim W. at J.C. and 
M. 
494 
Mack, Stadler, and Co.  932 
Magruder F.B. 836 
Mahlman Henry 488 
Mahore Thomas 829 
Maier Ed 74 
Maier Ed 94, 581, 74 
Manufacturing and Bottling Co.  899 
Marburg Bros.  906 
March Bros.  184 
Mariam and Morgan Co.  952 
Marnjo Anastacio 565 
Marquis Louis 694 
Marshall Mrs. 835 
Marshall W.P. 811 
Martin and Beauman  808 
Marx and Blaine  948 
Mason F.B. 339 & 375 
Mason G.O. 534 & 539 
Massey W.L. 165 
Matthews J.C. 838 
Maxwell  148 
May Edward 695 
Mayer F. 796 
Mayer H. 947 
Mayer and Hageland  809, 99, 543 
Mayes Beau. 508 & 744 
Mayes F. 872 
Mayes H.C. 139 & 560 
Mayes K.M. 52, 105, 704 
Mayes Lee 875 & 867 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Mayes M. 340, 409, 665, 137 
Mayes W.F. 373 
Mays Dr. 606 
McAureen J.A. 635 
McBroome J.F. 489 
McCard=Collius Commerce Co.  882 & 888 
McCarter D.A. 688 
McCarthy E.A. 798 
McCarty H. 859 
McCloskey T. 190, 191, 151 
McCrary and Payne S.S. 667 
McCullogh W.W. 888 
McDonald B.F. 858 
McDonald T. 850 
McDuteen  847 
McGee James 412 
McHenry G.R. 12, 13, 76, 396, 648, 624 
McKeuzie H. 506 
McKinley Jas. and Pete 263-264 
McKinney H. 842 
McLaughlin and Co. W.F. 870 
McLeudor L.M. 846 & 580 
McMillan John 59 
McNeese W.B. 629 
Meara J.H. 797 
Meara and Williamson  797 
Meckel William 807 
Melton J.W. (Prof.) 294 
Mendleson and Sons A. 909 
Mendoza Amado 422 
Merchandise  479,460,452,441,445,434-
435,653 
Merchant S.N. 125 
Merchant and Mays  703 
Merchant and Rust  703 
Mertz M.L. 395 
Mesquite Stables  521 
Metcalfe C.B. 772 
Mey Ed 493 & 695 
Meyer and Buete  902 
Miles J. 135 
Miles J.S. 368, 431, 649 
Miles Jack 791 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Miles W.S. 821 
Miller Jack 857 
Miller and Worley  925 
Miller Bros.  928 
Mills Co. Co-op Am 917  
Millspaugh J.L. 520 
Milns Boot and Shoe Co.  931 
Milton W.S. 300 
Miskimmins W.A. 27 
Mitchell Bert 789 
Monlton H.V. 775 
Montgomery S.H. 816, 506, 542 
Montgomery S.J. 53 
Moore A. 46 
Moore G.F. 541 
Moore J.B. "Jeff" 170 
Moore Mathie (Ms.) 148 
Moore O.S. 831 
Moore T.J. 485 
Moore W.P. "Bill" 876 & 669 
Moore and Tubb  531 
Moore, McKinnley, and Co.  931 
Moorkeus J.F. 70 
Morales Victorious 746 
Moreno Antonio 502 
Morris Lewis 706 
Morris M.B. 96 
Morris W.H. 855 
Morris and Allison  759 
Moslen Sofa Co.  946 
Mott J.B. 92 & 588 
Mound City Tent and Awning 
Co. 
 937 
Mullins R.J. 268 
Mullins Four  268 
Mullke August 754 
Murchison and Bro.  485 
Murphy J.G. 243 
Murphy Mike 72 
Murphy S.J. 816 
Murphy and Brauch  725 
Murphy and Guthrie  255 
Murphy and Harewell  549 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Murray A. 844 
Murray Jeff 509 
Myers and Co. E. 951 
N   
N.O. Coffee Co. Ltd.  951 
Nall and Williams Tobacco Co.  891 
Nasworthy J.R. 122 & 680 
Nasworthy and Gay  47 
Nauce F.K. 146 
Nauce and Dupree  792 
Nemsen and Sons William 909 
Nesbit L.A. (Mrs.) 145 
NeSmith H.M. 504 
Newell T.D. 716 
Newell T.D. and Tanya 490 
Newman F. 55 
Newman J.A. 819 
Newman J.W. 720 
Nichols George C. 862 
Nierstras E. 524 
Niton J.M. 77 
Noll J.S. 852 
Norfleet J.H.B 823 & 530 
Northington J.M.W. 305 
Northington K.V. 751, 305, 142 
Northington and Nance  691 
Noyes John 839 
Nuitz E.A. 179 & 150 
O   
Oatman  736 
Oberkampf  342 
Ogden C.W. 517 
Ogden D.C. 732 
Ogden J.A. 718 
Oglesby Sam 869 
Osgood B.H. 814 
P   
Palmer W.B. 66 
Palmer and Talbot W.B. 794 
Pantel Hugo 514 
Parker F. 803 
Parker and Co.  822 
Partch and Son E.H. 264 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Patterson J. 535 
Patterson Tobacco Co.  915 
Payne B.S. 537 & 634 
Payne and Boeheus  517 
Payne and Campbell  684 
Payne and King  526 
Paz G. 34 
Pena V. 791 
Perales F. 43 
Perales Victorio 685 
Perfect Baking Powder Co.  928 
Perrni William 867 
Perry F.O. 143 
Person J.W. 475 
Persse J.C. 50 
Philan J.L. 852 
Philan and Broone  407 
Pickwick Club  605 
Pigford W.A. 805 & 699 
Pipen Mrs. 498 
Pipen W.H. 248 
Pittman J.P. 493 
Plant Seed Co.  822 
Pobalski and Co. P. 889 
Poeritz W.R. 74 
Pohl August 810 
Poll Simon 40 
Pollock Sam 304, 360, 361, 389, 415, 574, 
674, 685 
Poole G.A. 56 
Porter Jerome 232 
Porter R.F. 189 
Porter Sydney 275 
Potter C.F. 162 
Potter and Smith  863 
Potter and Taylor  859 
Powell C.H. 326 & 627 
Pressen George 496 
Pressen Judge 625 
Pressen R.W. 482 
Preston and Stauffer  940, 849, 899 
Price Co. B.P. 925 
Prices Co. F.E. 938 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Probaudt C. 902 
Probaute A. 183, 242, 337, 358, 376, 602, 
620, 646 
Probaute C.A. 610, 698, 644, 632 
Probaute F. 372, 344, 400-405, 722, 676, 
275, 280 
Probst Chas. 426 
Profit and Loss  459 
Pruett George 814 
Pruett P.J. 513 
Prugel A. 487 
Puce J.H. 857 
Puebla F. 93 
Pullen John E. 525 
Pullvain M.B. 861 
Puntier and Christie  247 
Pyle and Sons Jas. 932 
Q   
Qualls R.A. 44 & 205 
R   
Raas Audre 161 
Rackley J.J. 25 
Radde Henry 862 
Rae John 790 & 483 
Rags J.C. 847 
Ragsdale M.C. 774 & 423 
Rainwater Bradford Hat Co.  912 
Ramey and Co. McCullogh 918 
Ramirez Merced 150 
Ramirez Pasqual 698 
Ramirez Simon 698 
Ran C.H. 258 
Ranoles H.R. 505 
Rappleye George 859 
Rawls J.R. 751 
Raymond, Squire, and Co.  913 
Rea and Page Milling Co.  877 
Redhath Bros. Manufacturing 
Co. 
 930 
Redni J.A. 566 
Reed F.D. 119 
Reed and Co. J.M. 746 
Reid Bros. Packing Co.  918 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Reimers Henry 98 
Reiss Bros. and Co.  939 
Rice J.G. 198 
Rice and Co. R.R. 891 
Rigden  366 & 578 
Rigel J.F. 518 
Riggs J.F. 45 
Riggs J.N. 214 & 45 
Riley S.H. 779 
Riley S.H. 779 
Rittes L. Frank 233 
Rivera Manuel 776 
Robards Tobacco Co.  883 
Rober F.W. 90, 570, 573 
Robertson M. 752 
Robertson P. 516 
Robinson Bros.  399 
Roborough J.C. 105 
Rocker J.E. 753 
Rockford Co.  932 
Rodriguez Luciano 826 
Rodriguez Marcos 180 
Roerland H.R. 106, 492, 34, 391, 738, 741 
Roessle and Hogt  818 
Ron F. 861 
Ronquillo F. 251 
Rosenblatter C.J. 905 
Rowland Guy 256 
Rowland H.R. 738 & 741 
Royal Co. B.P. 918 
Ruckles S.A. 110, 128, 131 
Ruckles and Grimes  862 
Ruff C. 844 
Ruffini O. 788 
Ruge Louis 781 & 579 
Runyan Dick 792 
Russell and Berans  224 
Rust Doc. 141, 140, 614 
Ryan Mark 823 
Ryburn J.H. 833 
S   
S.A. Club  237 
S.A. Electric Light Co.  812 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
S.A. Lodge #570 A.F. & A.M. 185 
S.A. Water Works Co.  874 
S.A. Wool Scouring Mills  455 
S.H. Public School  776 
Saga and Co. A.K. 942 & 882 
Saldavia Donociana 210 
Salna Co. M. & E. 933 
Salvatierra Cruz 533 
Samaneigo Blas 754 
Sammarron G. 13 & 497 
San Saba Spring Supply Co.  541 
Sanders and Co. W.M. 796 
Sauderson T.B. 831 
Saunders, Dick, and Rubbs Co.  455 
Sayers Sam 791 
Scatt J.N. 781 
Schertz Chris 241 
Schertz William 484 
Schild August 773 
Schmidt Fred 700 
Schmidt Jacob 527 
Schmidt and Zeigler  943 
Schmidt Bros. Truck Co.  908 
Schneider Alfred 821 
Schoefield and Watson  909 
Schooner Sol. 799 
Schultz  528-529, 742, 714, 686 
Schupert J.S. 35 
Schwalbe J.A. 783 
Schwalble F.W. 784 & 740 
Schwartz Louis 327 
Schwartz and Raas  270, 196, 615 
Scott John D. 694 
Scrautor amd Co. S.S. 875 
Scudder M.R. 34 
Scudder and Bro. E.G. 946 
Scudder Co. Gale Green 885 
Sessnan George 806 
Settles Chas. 501 
Seymour William 827 
Seymour and Co.  888 
Sharp M.V. 780 
Sharp and Davis  218 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Sharpe S.F. 219 & 216 
Shelton J.N. 71 
Shepard and Co. J.W. 884 
Sheppard L.D. 60 
Sherrod F.M. 552 
Shield G.N. 212 
Shirley H. 20 
Shoemaker Muller 399 
Short H. 795 
Short J. 272 
Short J. 272 
Short John 79 
Short Bros.  308 
Sibley S.J. 147 
Sides A.J. 825 
Sigfried and Braudenstein  935 
Silber M. 871 
Silyas Lola 807 & 703 
Simmons Hardware Co.  931 
Simpson Jo. 495 
Simpson S.C. 297 
Sims and Mayfield  591 
Sinsteder F. 721 
Skinner W.J. 865 
Slade John 870 
Slayden, Kirken Woolen Mills  938 
Smith Eddie 230 
Smith Gay 774 
Smith J.C.A. 329 
Smith M.P. 863 
Smith S.L.S. 293 
Smith S.L.S. 832 & 293 
Smith W.W. 273 
Smith Bros. and Co. Ltd.  904 
Snitz Andy 734 
Snyder W.W. 640 
Soto R. 828 
Soudder and Co. J.N. 896 
Southern Manufacturing Co.  644 
Southwestern Salt Co.  895 
Spalding and Merrick  937 
Sparkman F.C. 778 
Spearman N.B. 605 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Speln and Co.  889 
Speuce Robert 787 
Speuce, Jr. Jas 166 
Spirey Cora 112 & 515 
Sprague Jas. 817 
Sprague, Manner, and Co.  933, 934, 870 
Springston A. 169 
Staggs A.M. 2 
Staggs N.N. 1 
Starnett and Gay  35 
Steibert O. 221 
Steinhorst and Co. A. 939 
Steinman W.A.J. 804 & 805 
Sterrat S.E. 387 
Sterrett Jas. 531 
Stevens G.W. 259 
Stevenson T.G. 229 
Stewart  Archen 75 
Stidham J.L. 748 
Stiles J.F. 817 
Stilham G.W. 758 
Stilson C.F. 860 
Stirnan N.E. 755 
Storehouse Thomas 866 
Strange W.R. 59 
Streigler O. 295 
Strowberg and Co. Kraus 889 
Struckweier T. 739, 702, 649, 695 
Subia Fabian 698 
Subia Felix 758 
Suis J.F. 87 
Suisteder and F.N. Co.  626 
Susan J.W. 131 
Suspause a/c  200-204, 369, 600-601, 761-
763 
Suspender Co. (Western)  918 
Swift Jasper 856 
Swift and Co.  945, 910, 879 
Swift Bros.  858 
T   
Tafalla Jesus 863 
Tarver H.B. 854 
Taylor E.B. (Mrs.) 640 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Taylor H. "Mose" 247 
Taylor H.C. 311, 638 
Taylor H.C. 311, 638 
Taylor H.M. (Mrs.) 569 
Taylor J.B. 242 
Taylor J.G. 328 
Taylor U.G. 151, 172 
Taylor and Co. J.B. 7, 27, 354, 582, 171 
Taylor Chemical Co. J.M. 941 
Taylor Manufacturing Co.  920 
Temple Oil Manufacturing Co.  890 
Texas Sack Co.  914 
The Temple Grocery Co.  941 
Thiele Joe 736 
Thomas Gus 848 
Thompson H.F. 184 
Thompson J.F. 825 
Thompson R.C. 845 
Thompson Rush 793, 510 
Thompson and Co. P.C. 879 
Thorp J.F. 496 
Threadgill May G. 717 
Threadgill W.A. 89 
Timmins J.W. 234 
Tom Green County  277 
Torres Daluction 501 
Toupkaus G.N. 48 
Townsend Jo. 845 
Trement-Sibling Shoe Co.  914 
Trevinio M.E. 838 
Triest and Co.  888, 893 
Triest and Co.  888, 918 
Tripis and Kennada  922 
Tripis Bros.  874 
Tripis, Nigra, Tripis  903, 881 
Trotter H.G. 168 
Tubbs T.T. 781 
Tullis E.D. 709 
Turner Auislie 777 
Turner James 319 
Turner L. 865 
Turner Wedgewood 858 
Turner William 274 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
(Captain) 
Turner  Stanley 805 
Turner Verein  875 
Tweeda O.L. 133, 540, 597, 599 
Tweedy Estate of O.L. 
(dec.) 
187 
Tweedy Jas. 411 
U   
Udell and Co. C.E. 894 
Ullman and Co. Lewis 876 
Underwood Jack 216 
V   
Van Court O. 98 
Veck W.S. 249 
Veck Will 310 
Villigast and Bro.  929 
Vote Henry  607 
Vrowan C.R. 134, 223, 93 
W   
Wade R.R. 483 & 77 
Walker G.R. 804 
Walker Bros. and Co.  924 
Wallace D.D. 590, 547, 160 
Wallick Sam 869 
Walter and Co. H.E. 925 
Walters H. (Mrs.) 240 
Wanock W.L. 22 
Waples-Platter Grocer Co.  885 
Warren Chas 361 
Warren R.H. 837 
Waters-Pierce Oil Company  919, 901, 880, 939, 912 
Webb George E. 138 & 503 
Webb J.N. 855 
Webb J.W. 42 
Weber Chas. 266 
Weber George 639 
Weber and Balfanz  643 
Weddell Jas. 281 
Wellhouse and Sons  936 
Welsh and Co. J. 782 
Welsh, Jr. David 245 
Wenneken Harris Couch Co.  911 
Wermer William 266 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Wesley J.J. 152 & 642 
West A.D. 147 
West C.C. 672 
West Jim 867 
Western Mercantile Co.  238 & 613 
Western Suspender Co.  918 
Wetmore J.P. 54 
Whitaker and Sons Francis 915 
White H.T. 897 
White J.G. 863 
White J.O.K. 124 
Whitehead G.W. 499 
Whitlock William 154, 522, 523, 692 
Wilhelm J. (Mrs.) 219 
Wilhelm J.A. (Mrs.) 309 
Wilhelm R. 17 
Wilkerson  860 
Wilkinson W.J. 494 
Willeke Austin 157 
Willeke Dug. 731 
Willeke John 332, 550, 715, 636, 668, 174 
Willeke Bros.  68 
Williams A.J. 813 
Williams B.J. 493 
Williams R.S. 786 & 363 
Williams and Co. H.W. 913 & 915 
Williamson Frank 279 
Williamson J.B. 573 
Williamson S.P. 91 
Willis F.M. 871 
Wilson B.L. 306, 551, 690, 135 
Wilson C.D. 800 
Wilson N.T. & R.T. 516 
Windrow W.H. 818 
Wingfield A.F. 231 
Winkler and Co.  163 & 593 
Winn J.W. 497 
Winsloro R.S. 835 & 509 
Winston E. 888 
Wisdom Mrs. 178 
Wisenbach A. 41, 547, 726 
Withers J.B. 797, 681, 170 
Wolff and Co. H. 898 
 Ledger #2  
   
Last Name First Name Number 
Wolff and Sons B.J. 950 
Wood Manufacturing Co.  949 
Woolson Spice Co.  936 
Words R.T. 173 
Wright W.A. 779 
Wright (J.D.) W.A. 832 
Wright and Hewes  779 
Wuertenberg P.J. 356 
Y   
Yarwell Manufacturing Co.  944 
Yates J.G. 800 
Yeoll George 280 
Yoakum and Co. R.D. 952 
Young H.C. 848 
Z   
Zenken C.W. 331, 3, 116, 449, 628, 240 
Zenken and Maien  20, 385, 616, 213 
Zittlosen Co. T. & A. 887 
Zurcher  750 
 
 
 
 
